ReGen: Why Hybrid Cloud?
Superior Business Continuity
A hybrid cloud solution safeguards business continuity for Small and Medium
businesses (SMB) in two important ways:
1. It ensures that all data, applications
and server images are safely stored
offsite. Local backups aren’t much good
in the event of a building fire or extreme
local weather. With a hybrid solution,
those contingencies won’t threaten an
SMB—because everything of business
value is safely ensconced in multiple locations: on-prem and in remote cloud data
centers. 2. It allows data, applications and
server images to be accessed from any
failover location. Business continuity isn’t
just about storing backups. It’s about
spinning up failover systems as quickly as
possible. With some hybrid cloud backups, those failover systems can start running instantly on on-prem hardware if the
problem is just a device failure. But what
sets the best business continuity solutions
apart is when a real disaster strikes. A
complete hybrid cloud solution allows an
SMB to run its critical applications off virtual machines in the cloud—which users
can access from branch offices, home
PCs, laptops or any other authorized systems—until such time as normal IT operations can be restored.

Not all solutions do this (some simply offer cloud backup), and in fact, some may
charge extra for cloud failover. For the
fastest failover time,
you’ll want a solution which saves each
backup in a ready-to-restore VMDK file
format that requires no time consuming
conversions at the time of restore. Bottom line: Hybrid cloud backup is ideal for
SMBs that want to fully safeguard their
business data.
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